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Abstract
This paper presents TrickleDNS, a practical and decen-
tralized system for disseminating DNS data securely.
Unlike prior solutions, which depend on the as-yet-
undeployed DNSSEC standard to preserve data integrity,
TrickleDNS uses a novel security framework that pro-
vides resilience from data corruption by compromised
servers and denial of service attacks. It is based on
the key design principle of randomization: First, Trick-
leDNS organizes participating nameservers into a well-
connected peer-to-peer network with random yet con-
strained links to form a Secure Network of Nameservers
(SNN). Nameservers in the SNN reliably broadcast their
public-keys to other nameservers without relying a cen-
tralized PKI. Second, TrickleDNS reliably binds do-
mains to their authoritative name servers through inde-
pendent verification by multiple, randomly chosen peers
within the SNN. Finally, TrickleDNS servers proactively
disseminate self-certified versions of DNS records to pro-
vide faster performance, better availability, and improved
security. This paper validates TrickleDNS through simu-
lations and experiments on a prototype implementation.

1 Introduction
The Domain Name System (DNS) forms a critical com-
ponent of the Internet infrastructure by providing the es-
sential service of host name to IP address resolution. In-
ternet users and providers of web-based services implic-
itly assume and rely on the correct operation of DNS.
However, DNS as operated today is susceptible to a
wide range of attacks that enable malicious elements
to hijack domain traffic by propagating bogus address
mappings and to make the domain unavailable by dis-
rupting name resolution. These vulnerabilities primar-
ily stem from limited redundancy in DNS; recent stud-
ies show that 80% of domain names are served by just
two name servers, while 32% of domain names have all
name servers behind the same network gateway [24, 26].

And the risks are further exacerbated because of the trust
placed unwittingly by many domain operators on name
servers outside the domain’s control [27].

The prevalent solution to tolerate malicious attacks and
achieve strong data integrity in DNS is DNSSEC [2]. It
enables clients to verify the authenticity of a domain’s
data with the help of a chain of certificates signed by the
domain and each of its parent domain, eventually attested
by the public key of a single, globally-known root do-
main. However, this dependency of DNSSEC on a cen-
tralized Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) has significantly
limited the acceptance of DNSSEC despite many years
of efforts. Meanwhile, individual domains are unable to
secure themselves until all their parent domains adopt
DNSSEC. Furthermore, DNSSEC does not improve the
resilience of DNS against Denial of Service (DoS) at-
tacks.

This paper presents TrickleDNS, a completely decentral-
ized approach for securing the DNS against threats to
data integrity and availability. Unlike DNSSEC, Trick-
leDNS does not rely on a PKI or a trusted central author-
ity. Instead, it acquires its security through the following
key concepts:

Secure Network of Nameservers: TrickleDNS estab-
lishes secure distribution of domain public keys through
a random, well-connected network of name servers. This
network provides a sufficient number of redundant paths
between any two name servers so that they can exchange
public keys reliably even in the presence of a sizeable
number of compromised servers. Two techniques enable
TrickleDNS to achieve high resilience to attacks: First,
servers are forced to choose their neighbors in an “explic-
itly constrained” manner in order to restrict the freedom
of malicious agents. These constraints allow the Trick-
leDNS overlay with O(log n) neighbors per server to tol-
erate O( n

log n ) number of compromised servers. Second,
adversaries with large number of identities are restricted
from launching Sybil attacks [14] by forcing them to pick



identities from different IP prefixes (say /24). Thus, Sybil
attackers need to own several blocks of IP addresses in
order to be effective.

Reliable Name Binding: TrickleDNS binds domains
to their authoritative name servers through independent
verification by multiple, randomly-chosen servers in the
network. The verification relies on the delegation (NS)
records at the parent domain. While this process is trivial
if the parent domain already participates in TrickleDNS,
for other domains, servers verify the existing parental
chain of delegation records in DNS. Even though this
process places trust back on the legacy DNS to bootstrap
itself, we believe that it is a small price to pay in order
to provide secure data dissemination for domains whose
parents are not covered by DNSSEC. Moreover, higher-
level domains tend to be more secure than lower-level
domains as shown in Section 5.1.3.

Proactive Dissemination of DNS Data: Finally, Trick-
leDNS servers push-out self-certified versions of DNS
data on the secure network in order to improve lookup
performance and availability. The dissemination mech-
anism keeps the overhead small by broadcasting only a
critical set of records (NS records, the corresponding glue
A-records, and SOA records) as proposed by Handley et
al. [18]. It reduces lookup latency substantially (a typical
name resolution in TrickleDNS just involves one query to
the authoritative server) and mitigates denial-of-service
attacks.

TrickleDNS is by no means a complete replacement for
the current DNS. Instead, it is meant to serve as a safety-
net, improving the resilience of current DNS against
domain hijacks and DoS attacks. Certainly, a central-
ized security solution such as DNSSEC if and when de-
ployed widely would obviate the need for some of the
mechanisms presented here. However, that date for a
complete adoption of DNSSEC seems to be nowhere in
sight. Meanwhile, we expect that a decentralized security
model such as TrickleDNS will meet the need for thou-
sands of vulnerable domains.

TrickleDNS is easy to adopt. Despite relying on a co-
operative network of servers, trust is not placed on any
server outside one’s own domain. It tolerates a large
number of colluding malicious servers as well as attack-
ers with multiple identities. It bootstraps from existing
DNS records (through a careful verification based on
majority consensus) while taking advantage of centrally-
rooted certificate chains when available; it thus facilitates
a scenario where TrickleDNS coexists with a partially-
deployed centralized security scheme. Overall, this im-
pels a quick and incremental deployment of TrickleDNS
driven by personal incentives of each domain.

This paper makes the following key contributions. First,
it presents the design and implementation of Trick-
leDNS as outlined above. Second, it provides a detailed

simulation-based analysis of the security properties of
TrickleDNS. And finally, it reports on performance mea-
surements of our prototype implementation showing a
factor of 10 improvement in the median query latency for
memory and bandwidth overheads that are well within
the capacities of modern computers and networks.

2 DNS: Background and Related Work
The Domain Name System (DNS) is a general-purpose
database for mapping names from a globally unique
name space to data resources associated with a name.
It uses a hierarchical name space partitioned into
non-overlapping regions called domains. For example,
foo.bar.com is a sub-domain of bar.com, which in turn is
a sub-domain of the top-level domain com, which is un-
der the global root domain. Resources for names within
a domain are served by a set of nodes called the authori-
tative name servers. In addition to network addresses for
host names, DNS resources, called records, could also in-
clude names of authoritative DNS servers, names of mail
servers, or any small-sized data associated with the do-
main.

DNS uses a delegation based architecture for name res-
olution [22, 23]. Clients resolve names by following a
chain of authoritative servers, starting from the root, fol-
lowed by the top-level domain name servers, down to the
servers of the queried domain. For example, the name
www.foo.bar.com is resolved by following the authori-
tative severs of the parent domains com, bar.com, and
foo.bar.com. DNS lookups could take a long time to fol-
low the chain of servers in the hierarchy. To improve
the lookup latency, DNS servers aggressively cache re-
sponses.

2.1 Threats to DNS Security

DNS clients implicitly trust all the servers involved in
the resolution of a name and cannot verify the authen-
ticity of records. A malicious agent successful in com-
promising one or more DNS servers can easily introduce
bogus records with IP addresses pointing to destinations
operated by the malicious agent. For instance, the web
site of RSA, an Internet security firm, was recently hi-
jacked by compromising its DNS servers [1]. We use the
term data integrity violation to describe the attacks that
result in domain hijacks. Alternatively, they could make
all services hosted by the domain unavailable by disrupt-
ing name resolution. In this section, we describe the key
vulnerabilities in DNS that facilitate data integrity viola-
tions and DoS attacks.

Data Integrity Violations

An attacker can compromise data integrity in today’s
DNS in several different ways. First, it can directly com-
promise an authoritative name server of a domain and



use it to disseminate malicious records. Second, it can
compromise the DNS servers used to locate the author-
itative name servers thereby redirecting queries to mali-
cious servers. Third, it can exploit loopholes in the DNS
caching algorithms to introduce malicious records. Vul-
nerabilities in DNS facilitate each of the above three at-
tacks.

Compromising name servers: Implementations of DNS
servers have serious software bugs such as buffer over-
flows that can be exploited to take over the server.
For instance, BIND, the widely-used implementation of
DNS, has at least twenty documented security vulnerabil-
ities [7]. Of which, at least one affects about 17% of DNS
servers [26]. The high prevalence of software vulnerabil-
ities further exacerbates the already limited redundancy
in authoritative name servers. The study by Ramasubra-
manian and Sirer [26] showed that about 80% of the sur-
veyed domains had only two authoritative servers and a
small 1% only one. A similar DNS survey by Pappas et
al. found that 65% of the surveyed domains had only two
authoritative servers.

Perils of transitive trust: DNS uses name-based delega-
tions, where authoritative name servers are described by
their host names instead of IP addresses. The delegation
based architecture implies that resolving a domain name
triggers additional name resolutions to get the address
of the authoritative servers. Such delegations force each
domain to depend on a large number of servers, which
can be distributed among different domains. For instance,
cornell.edu depends on a server in rochester.edu, which
depends on wisc.edu and in turn on umich.edu, with a
total dependence on 48 servers in 20 different domains.
An average domain name depends on 46 servers while
names in several country-code domains depend on more
than 100 servers [27]. Such subtle dependencies between
name servers administered by different domains make
DNS extremely difficult to secure. An attacker can com-
promise any server that a domain depends on and misdi-
rect the DNS requests passing through that server.

Cache poisoning: Cache poisoning is a way to intro-
duce fake records by exploiting DNS servers’ propen-
sity to cache records without verifying the authority of
the host providing the record [15, 4, 29]. It typically oc-
curs when DNS servers cache ’glue’ records, which are
the address records associated with name server (NS)
records, added to DNS responses to enable name reso-
lution. Nearly 25 − 30% of DNS servers are estimated
to be vulnerable to cache poisoning attacks [13]. Fortu-
nately, cache poisoning can be easily fixed by not caching
records obtained from non-authoritative servers. Several
implementations of DNS servers, including djbdns [6],
are robust against cache poisoning attacks.

Denial of Service Attacks

The hierarchical structure of DNS makes it highly sus-
ceptible to denial of service (DoS) attacks. In particu-
lar, servers at the upper levels of the hierarchy receive a
greater portion of query load and constantly face denial
of service attacks [8, 9]. The most widely-known DoS
attack on DNS root servers occurred in October 2002 af-
fecting 9 of the 13 root servers and interrupting DNS ser-
vices briefly. As a response to this attack, the DNS root is
currently served by more than sixty servers using BGP-
level anycast to dynamically balance load between them.

However, the lower levels of DNS hierarchy continue to
be highly vulnerable to targeted DoS attacks due to lim-
ited redundancy. The risk of DoS attacks is further exac-
erbated by the fact that a large number of domains, about
30 − 70%, have all their name servers behind a single
shared gateway [24, 26]. A link saturation attack on the
gateway or a benign network failure could easily make
the domain unavailable.

2.2 DNSSEC

DNSSEC [13, 2, 15, 29] is the foremost solution that ad-
dresses the data integrity issues in DNS. DNSSEC re-
lies on public-key cryptography to generate certificates
and verify authenticity. Each record belonging to a do-
main has a certificate signed by the domain’s private
key, while its public key is disseminated through DNS
as a key record. In order to prove ownership of its name
space, the domain obtains a certificate from its parent do-
main, which consists of its key record signed by the par-
ent’s private key. Essentially, DNSSEC associates each
domain with a chain of certificates signed by the central-
ized root all its parent domains. DNS clients are seeded
with the public key of the root domain and can verify the
integrity of records by following the chain of certificates.

Although DNSSEC appears to be the elixir for preserving
data integrity in DNS, its acceptance has been remark-
ably poor. Despite its presence for more than ten years, its
specifications are continuously modified as new vulner-
abilities in the spec are discovered. Currently, very few
top level domains (notably .se) support DNSSEC. The in-
ability to support an incremental, bottom-up deployment
model means that a domain that wishes to secure itself
is unable to use DNSSEC unless all its parent domains
adopt DNSSEC. Moreover, DNSSEC relies on the same
hierarchy of servers and is susceptible to DoS attacks.

2.3 Related Work

Improving Data Integrity: A few researchers have pro-
posed techniques to improve DNSSEC. Ateniese and
Mangard [3] propose to use symmetric key cryptogra-
phy to reduce the computational overhead of DNSSEC.



Massey et al. [21] propose to use decentralized certifi-
cate chains, which consist of certificates signed by peer
domains. An example certificate chain would consist
of yahoo.com, endorsing microsoft.com, which endorses
google.com, etc. There are two problems with this ap-
proach: first, a domain has no control over the head of
its certificate chain, that is, even a malicious domain can
create legitimate certificate chains, and second, it is dif-
ficult to discover certificate chains without performing a
flooding based search.

There are also several proposals to improve DNS data
integrity without relying on DNSSEC. Fetzer et al. [16]
propose use OpenSSL as a trusted third party to gener-
ate certificates for DNS records. Their proposal also uses
certified PKI and has the same limitation as DNSSEC.
Yang [33] proposes to replace name servers with practi-
cal byzantine fault tolerant systems. Wang et al. [32] as
well as Cachin and Samar [10] propose to apply thresh-
old cryptography for securing the signing process.

ConfiDNS [25] alleviates security problems stemming
from the trust placed on arbitrary servers by looking for
agreement among data fetched from different servers. It
is a client-driven solution that is intended to safeguards
users from failures of client-side DNS infrastructure.

Alleviating DoS Attacks: Several researchers have pro-
posed the use of self-organizing peer-to-peer overlays to
achieve high resilience against failures and DoS attacks.
DDNS [11] implements legacy DNS functionalities on
top of the Chord structured overlay [30]. Overlook [31]
is a new name service layered on top of the Pastry struc-
tured overlay [28]. CoDoNS [26] employs proactive,
analysis-driven caching on structured overlays to provide
a name service with low lookup latencies and high failure
resilience. Recently, Handley et al. [18] proposed an ar-
chitecture to push DNS records using a peer-to-peer over-
lay for high performance and failure resilience. While the
above proposals provide high resilience against DoS at-
tacks, they expand the trusted computing base to include
all nodes in the system. Consequently, these proposals
rely on the deployment of DNSSEC or an alternative PKI
to preserve data integrity.

In addition, there have been proposals to serve the en-
tire DNS data from a single, centrally-managed reposi-
tory [20, 12]. Deegan et al. [12] argue that the entire DNS
query load can be handled by a just few hundred servers.
While centrally managed systems can provide good per-
formance and availability just like the centrally managed
root servers today, they do not obviate the need for a se-
curity solution to verify data integrity.

3 TrickleDNS
Figure ?? illustrates the architecture of TrickleDNS.
TrickleDNS is a push-based DNS, which proactively

propagates critical DNS records of participating domains
to all servers so as to provide better availability, lower
query resolution times, and faster update propagation. It
pushes DNS records in a cooperative, peer-to-peer net-
work formed by the authoritative nameservers of partic-
ipating domains. A domain can join TrickleDNS even if
its parent is not a participant. Each participating name-
server, called a trusted nameserver or TN, has a certain
relatively small number of other TNs as neighbors. To-
gether, these TNs along with their direct neighbors form
a distribution network called the Secure Nameserver Net-
work (SNN). The TNs use the SNN to ditribute DNS
records among themselves. Each TN disseminates the
DNS records of the domain it represents to its neighbors
and additionally, also forwards records it receives from
its neighbors. Later in this Section, we will elaborate as
to how the SNN is created and how each TN can dis-
tribute DNS records in a secure and verifiable manner
within the SNN.

The trusted nameservers also interact with three other
external entities that are part of the current DNS: au-
thoritative nameservers of non-participating domains, lo-
cal resolvers that resolve names on behalf of clients,
and the clients themselves. Since we strive for incre-
mental deployment, our design does not impose any
changes to the operation of these external DNS enti-
ties. TrickleDNS supports the same query interface as
existing DNS and interacts with non-participating name-
servers through standard DNS protocols. Additionally,
local name resolvers can be enabled to receive broadcast
data from the TrickleDNS network without participating
in data dissemination.

3.1 Security Threat Model

The key challenge in TrickleDNS is to ensure that the
propagation of DNS records is secure from attacks by
adversaries. Adversaries might be interested in targeting
one or more specific domains or attacking the entire sys-
tem. We do not focus on attacks targeted at specific client
sites; other researchers have proposed solutions to ad-
dress client side security [25]. TrickleDNS tolerates the
following types of attacks:

1. Server Compromises: An adversary might compro-
mise one or more TNs and make it behave in a Byzantine
manner, that is, generate bogus records, suppress genuine
records, as well as, collude with other compromised TNs
to launch strategic attacks. TrickleDNS targets to tolerate
a large number of compromised servers, at least a size-
able fraction of the total number of participating servers.

2. Identity Attacks: An adversary might directly intro-
duce malicious nameservers into the system compromis-
ing proactive dissemination. A serious concern in using a
cooperative, peer-to-peer network is the Sybil attack [14],



where an adversary introduces a substantially large num-
ber of nameservers and easily takes control of the en-
tire system. We currently tolerate a subset of Sybil at-
tacks where the adversaries have a limited set of IP ad-
dress blocks from which they draw their identities. More
powerful adversaries that have access to a Botnet with
widely-distributed IP addresses are not addressed by our
current design. Section ?? briefly discusses a few precau-
tionary measures that reduce the risk of Botnet attacks.

3. DoS Attacks: Finally, adversaries might launch de-
nial of service attacks on the system through link satura-
tion attacks, excessive querying of targeted TNs, as well
as trying to take advantage of TrickleDNS protocols and
mechanisms.

3.2 TrickleDNS basic approach

The basic design of TrickleDNS to deal with the above
mentioned security threats can be categorized intro three
parts:

Decentralized Key Distribution: Every participating
TN within TrickleDNS generates its own pair public-
private key pair. To provide data integrity of DNS records
in the face of adversarial TNs, the first step involves each
TN distributing its public key in a decentralized manner
to all the participating TNs. TrickleDNS uses two ba-
sic steps to achieve this property. First, a carefully con-
structed TrickleDNS network called Secure Nameservers
Network (SNN) ensures that nodes are sufficiently ran-
domly distributed and explicitly curtails the power of col-
luding.adversarial nodes from introducing fake edges in
the SNN. The SNN construction also has inbuilt mech-
anisms to curtail identity based attacks. Second, Trick-
leDNS leverages ideas from our prior work on reliable
communication toolkit [?] which provides a mechanism
that relies on independent vertex-disjoint patha to achieve
decentralized key distribution in static networks where
nodes have fixed identities. TrickleDNS extends these
ideas to P2P environments and can also deal with a much
larger number of adversaries as elaborated later in this
section.

Reliable Name Binding: Every domain in TrickleDNS,
say foo.bar, picks a public-private key pair and uses it to
create signed certificates for its records. Once decentral-
ized key distribution within the SNN is established, every
TN can reliably broadcast the public-key corresponding
to the domain it serves to all participating TNs within
the SNN. A separate process called reliable name bind-
ing verifies that a TN signing a domain’s public key is
indeed its authoritative nameserver.

Push-based Dissemination of DNS records: Once the
keys corresponding to the TNs and the domains have
been distributed, TrickleDNS pushes DNS records within
the SNN. For domains within the SNN, proactive dissem-
ination eliminates the need for the hierarchical lookup as

in the current DNS. This is critical to improving DoS re-
silience of the system.

The rest of this section describes these three aspects in
greater detail.

3.3 Decentralized Key Distribution

Each TN s generates a private-public key pair
(s.k, s.K) independently. We call the tuple s.kid =
(s.id, s.K, s.seq) the keyed identity of s, where s.id is
the id for s and s.seq is a sequence number used to mark
the latest public key. We chose the identifier of a TN to
be a collision-resistent function of its IP address since IP
address is the unit of identification of a nameserver in
DNS. We discuss the implications of this choice for the
identifier in Section ??.

The immediate goal of the key distribution process is to
ensure that each TN correctly learns the keyed identity of
all other TNs.

3.3.1 Secure Nameserver Network (SNN)

A reliable way to distribute keyed identities to all TNs in
the absence of a centralized certification authority is by
forming a well-connected distribution network—a net-
work with sufficient independent paths to send informa-
tion between TNs in order to overcome the influence of
potentially malicious or compromised servers. It is well
known that a network with at least 2k + 1 independent,
vertex-disjoint paths between each pair of TNs can toler-
ate up to k malicious servers [?]. Two paths are vertex-
disjoint if no intermediate server appears on both the
paths.

Prior work [?] shows that random, peer-to-peer networks,
where each server is connected to a fixed number D of
other randomly chosen servers, provides an efficient way
of building well-connected networks. More precisely,
such a random network of neighbor degree D is guar-
anteed to have at least D vertex-disjoint paths between
any two servers with high probability.

However, a totally random network, where participat-
ing TNs have the freedom to chose any other TN as
their neighbor, has limited attack resilience. This free-
dom means that an attacker can connect a set of collud-
ing servers as neighbors of a targeted nameserver T and
then corrupt any data, including the public key, published
by T. Therefore, the network needs to have a minimum
neighbor degree D = 2k + 1 neighbors per server in
order to be resilient to k compromised servers. If this ap-
proach were used, the neighbor degree D would have to
be an unpractically large number for TrickleDNS since it
aims to tolerate compromises to a sizeable fraction of the
network.

TrickleDNS overcomes this by imposing constraints on
the choice of neighbors of each TN. That is, the TN is



not allowed to chose any other TN as neighbor, but in-
stead its neighbors are chosen as a random, determinis-
tic function of the TN’s identity. Thus, a compromised
server cannot connect to targeted TNs in the SNN topol-
ogy; similarly, even though two colluding compromised
servers can communicate out-of-band, they cannot pre-
tend to be direct neighbors in this topology.

TrickleDNS achieves a random yet deterministic neigh-
bor selection through the use of consistent hashing [?].
One way to use consistent hashing is to have an identifier
s.id for each TN s drawn from a circular key space. Then,
the TN s can pick its ith neighbor as that TN whose iden-
tifier is closest to h(s.id|i) clockwise on the key space,
where the operation | refers to concatenation and h is a
collision resistent hash function whose range is the same
circular key space.

Choosing neighbors through consistent hashing enhances
the attack resilience in two ways: First, an attacker needs
to compromise or introduce a large number of servers in
the system before it can control a sufficient number of
neighbors of a targeted nameserver. Second, any attempt
by the attacker to fake a neighbor relationship with a tar-
geted nameserver will be discovered by other TNs since
consistent hashing provides easily-verifiable, determinis-
tic neighbor relationships.

Indeed, the above constrained random network increases
the attack resilience of reliable communication from just
a small number k of malicious servers, shown in [?], to a
sizeable fraction of the total network. More precisely, we
prove the following theorem in ??.

Theorem 1. Reliable communication can be achieved
with high probability between any pair of non-malicious
nameservers in the presence of O( n

log n ) malicious nodes
provided the node degree D ≥ α log n for some alpha >
6 ln 2 ∼ 4.15 and the paths used for reliable communi-
cation are of length at most log n.

The main crux of the arugment in the result stated above
is that: beyond a certain minimum degree for every node
in the SNN, there are sufficient number of “short in-
dependent” vertex disjoint paths between every pair of
nodes such that a majority of these paths do not have
any adversarial nodes with high probability. The above
result holds under the assumption that adversarial nodes
are randomly distributed and the notion of constrained
links in this topology tries to enforce randomization in
the link selection process.

3.3.2 Handling Identity Attacks

The above manner of using consistent hashing, how-
ever, still provides attackers one avenue to choose which
part of the network its servers belong. An attacker might
choose the IP address of one of its server s in such a way

that its hash, that is s.id, makes it a broadcast neighbor
of the targeted nameserver T.

TrickleDNS limits this attack by using a shorter prefix
of the IP address, such as a /24, while assigning broad-
cast neighbors1. This technique ensures that an adversary,
which might own a large block of IP addresses as most
domains typically do, does not cycle through its available
set of IP addresses to connect to a targeted TN. Moreover,
in the event that the adversary introduces a large num-
ber of nameservers from the same block, they all connect
to the same neighbors limiting their impact on proactive
dissemination process. This technique, however, cannot
tolerate more powerful adversaries that have access to a
network of bots with widely-distributed IP addresses. We
discuss the implications of Botnet-based attacks in Sec-
tion ??.

More precisely, neighbor selection in TrickleDNS works
as follows: Each TN s has an identifier s.id in a cir-
cular key space obtained by hashing its IP Address;
s.id = SHA-1(s.ip). The TN also has a secondary iden-
tifier called prefix identifier, s.id′ = SHA-1(ip0...b−1),
that is, the hash of the first b bits of the IP address. We
currently pick a single reasonable value for b = 24 called
the maximum spoofable unit (MSU). Note that many TNs
might share the same prefix identifier.

Then, each TN connects to B other TNs called broad-
cast neighbors, where the ith broadcast neighbor of s
is determined by the following two-step process: 1) It
finds the set of TNs whose prefix identifier is clos-
est to SHA-1(s.ip|i) clockwise on the key space. Here,
the operation | refers to concatenation. 2) From this set
of TNs it picks the broadcast neighbor to be that TN
t whose primary identifier t.id is clockwise closest to
SHA-1(s.ip|i). Note that the second step randomly picks
a suitable server from the set of TNs ensuring a uniform,
random neighbor relationships even if a disproportion-
ately large number of servers happen to share the same
prefix.

3.3.3 Reliable Key Broadcast

Once the SNN is setup, key distribution follows the same
protocol described in [?]. We give a brief overview of the
this protocol for completion.

State: Each TN s stores an identity graph Gs with dis-
tinct keyed identities it learns and the neighbor relation-
ships between them. Note that there might be more than
one keyed identities for the same server either because
the server generated a new public key with a higher se-
quence number or because a malicious server created a
fake keyed identity for it. The identity graph enables the
TN to verify the authenticity of a keyed identity t.kid by

1similar to the approach followed in [17] for peer selection.



checking whether there are at least dB2 e vertex-disjoint
paths between r and t in Gs. If two keyed identities for
the same server t passes this check then it accepts the
keyed identity with the greater sequence number. One
way to perform the disjoint-path check is by running a
standard Max-Flow algorithm.

Protocol: TNs exchange their keyed identity through
the broadcast of signed path vector messages to their
neighbors. A TN s sends a signed path vector (SPV)
spv[(s.id, s.K, s.seq), s.bi.id]s.k to its broadcast neigh-
bor s.bi. The SPV contains the keyed identity of the send-
ing TN and the identity of the receiving broadcast neigh-
bor; the whole path is signed using the TN s’s private
key. Any other TN can verify that the SPV has not been
corrupted using the embedded public key.

The receiving server r = s.bi then extends the
SPV by adding its own keyed identity and the
identity of the broadcast neighbor to which it
will further propagate, signs the extended SPV
spv[spv[(s.id, s.K, s.seq), s.bi.id]s.k, (r.id, r.K, r.seq), r.bj .id]r.k

with its private key, and propagates it. As a shorter form,
we denote an SPV that traverses through servers
s1, . . . , sn as SPV = spv[(s1, . . . , sn)].

A receiving TN r rejects an SPV under three conditions:
First, the SPV has bogus link relationships; that is, the
link relationships do not obey the consistent-hashing-
based neighbor selection rules. Second, the SPV contains
no new link information about keyed identities. And, fi-
nally, the SPV does not verify itself; that is, some signa-
ture in the SPV does not match the corresponding public
key. If the SPV passes these checks, it is scheduled to be
further propagated to the broadcast neighbors.

The first condition permits a node to reject a bogus mes-
sage as soon as it knows that it is bogus. The second con-
dition is a stoping criterion to key the broadcast overhead
bounded. The third condition performs a cryptographic
verification of the message. Note that signed messages
form a critical role in preventing a malicious server from
faking keyed identities. That is, in order to falsely speak
for a targeted server t, a malicious entity also needs to
generate a separate public key for server t creating a
new keyed identity for t as well. The false keyed identity
should fail the disjoint path check and not be accepted as
reliable.

Overhead Analysis: The above broadcast protocol is
quite light-weight. We can analyze its message overhead
in the steady state where all TNs have learnt a stable
topology and a new TN joins the system. The new TN
s creates B new neighbor relationships. Since a TN does
not forward an SPV if does not contain any new neighbor
relationships, each TN forwards an SPV at the most once
for each neighbor relationship to each of its neighbors.
As a result, a TN must perform O(B2) verifications and
transmit O(B) SPVs for each new TN joining the system.

The overhead might be higher if several TNs join the sys-
tem simultaneously. However, we expect large simulta-
neous joins to be rare in practice. More seriously, a ma-
licious server could induce the exchange and verification
of a large number of SPVs by creating fake server iden-
tities and neighbor relationships leading to a DoS attack
on the system. Fortunately, simple rate limiting on the
number of SPVs accepted by a TN from each neighbor
eliminates this risk of a DoS attack.

3.3.4 SNN Maintenance

This section provides additional details on how Trick-
leDNS accepts new TNs into the system, handles failure
and leaving of existing TNs, and revocation or replace-
ment of public keys.

Join: A new TN s joining TrickleDNS needs to know
about its neighbors before it can broadcasts its public key.
It obtains the set of neighbors by contacting a few exist-
ing TNs called bootstrap servers. The bootstrap servers
return to s their current identity graphs. s constructs its
identity graph Gs by applying majority consensus; that
is, it accepts a keyed identity if a majority of the bootstrap
servers know about that keyed identity. s then identifies
its broadcast neighbors from the list of TN identities it
has and initiates the broadcast of its keyed identity.

The bootstrap servers are not a centralized pool of servers
and neither are they trusted. Any server can serve as a
bootstrap server for the joining node. Contacting a large
number of bootstrap servers and performing a consen-
sus of their returned state alleviates the risk of being
completely misled during the bootstrap process. Alterna-
tively, the joining TN can learn a trusted set of bootstrap
servers through out-of-band mechanisms.

Failures and Departures: TrickleDNS employs a heart-
beat protocol to detect failures. Each TN s periodically
broadcasts a signed keep alive including its keyed iden-
tity. A TN removes a keyed identity from its identity
graph if it fails to receive a few consecutive keep alives
for that keyed identity.

Key Renewal: Finally, a TN might want to revoke its
current public key and start using a new pair of private-
public keys. Key revocation and renewal in TrickleDNS
is trivial and happens when the TN initiates a SPV broad-
cast with a new keyed identity with the new public key
and a higher sequence number.

Note that the above processes of joins, failures, and key
renewals might create temporary inconsistencies in the
identity graph; few keyed identities might be for departed
or failed nodes or older keys while new keys and node
identities may not have been included yet. We intend
to tolerate these inconsistencies simply as part of the
path disjointedness check where they may cause false
positives. A slight increase in the neighbor degree, and



thereby the network connectivity, is sufficient to allevi-
ate the effect of false positives. Moreover, since the TNs
are supposed to be infrastructure servers, we expect the
churn to be quite low.

3.4 Reliable Name Binding

Reliable Name Binding is a critical step that tightly cou-
ples TrickleDNS with the conventional DNS. The end-
goal of TrickleDNS is to be a safetynet for the existing
DNS as opposed to setting up a completely new names-
pace. Hence, if a TN X within TrickleDNS claims to be
the authoritative nameserver for the domain foo.bar, then
the ideal property we require from reliable name binding
is that: an external client doing a name-lookup through
TrickleDNS for foo.bar should be redirected to X if in-
deed X’s claim is genuine. If X’s claim is not genuine,
then TrickleDNS should impede X from even propagat-
ing such a claim.

The reliable key distribution mechanism (described in
Section ??) between TNs facilitates the rest of data dis-
semination within TrickleDNS. Each participating do-
main D chooses a private-public key pair (D.k, D.K)
independently and creates a domain keyed identity
D.kid = (D.name, D.K, D.seq) for itself. A partic-
ipating authoritative nameserver s of the domain then
broadcast the domain keyed identity on the SNN by sign-
ing it with its private key.

To perform reliable name binding, any TN that propa-
gates a domain ownership claim needs to prove to the
system that it is indeed one of the authoritative name-
servers of the domain. This proof is generated by inde-
pendent verification by randomly chosen peer TNs called
certifying servers. Each TN is associated with a ran-
domly chosen set of C peer TNs which act as its certi-
fying servers. The goal is that before a TN can propagate
a domain ownership claim within TrickleDNS, it should
first prove its domain ownership to its certifying servers.

Each TN s belonging to domain D connects to C
certifying servers in a similar manner as it chooses
its broadcast servers. Similar to the concept of “con-
strained links” within the SNN, these certifying servers
are also randomly chosen but explicitly constrained -
this is to prevent an adversarial TN from colluding
with other TNs to act as its certifying servers. The
ith certifying server of s is that server whose identi-
fier is closest to SHA-1(s.ip0...b−1|i) clockwise on the
consistent-hashing key space. Here, the different author-
itative nameservers of a domain will be mapped to the
same certifying servers if their IP addresses are from the
same block. This reduces the verification load on the cer-
tifying servers, especially when malicious servers request
verifications for false claims. Moreover, malicious adver-
saries only owning a small number of IP address blocks

cannot launch DoS attacks by requesting authority cer-
tificates.

A certifying server c checks whether a TN s is authori-
tative for a domain D using the DNS hierarchy or Trick-
leDNS itself if the parent domain is part of TrickleDNS.
c perfoms the check as follows: 1) if c reliably knows
the public key of the parent domain already it looks for a
cached NS records and glue A records signed by the par-
ent indicating that s is authoritative for D. 2) otherwise,
c performs a complete DNS lookup identifying the par-
ent domain’s nameservers and fetching the NS and glue
A records from them. It then checks that a majority of
the parent domain’s nameservers acknowledge that s is
authoritative for the claimed domain.2.

The ith certifying server ci for a TN s provides a signed
authority certificate cert[ci.id, s.id,D.id]ci.k to s attest-
ing its authority over the domain D, which s broadcasts
on the SNN. Any server can verify the certificates using
the public key of the certifying server. A server accepts
that s is authoritative for D if it has atleast dC2 e valid au-
thority certificates. Moreover, similar to key distribution,
we can bound the number of compromised or malicious
servers that name binding can tolerate as follows:

Lemma 1. Every non-malicious nameserver can be
bound to its domain with high probability in the presence
of f ∗ n malicious servers where f is an upper bound on
the fraction of adversarial nodes provided C ≥ β log n

where β = 16(1−f)

(1−2f)2
ln 2.

In the above certification process, trust is placed on the
current DNS hierarchy. While is clearly a compromise as
DNS is not secure in the first place, we believe it’s a prac-
tical compromise for the following reasons. First, it re-
duces the large trusted computing base (TCB) involved in
peer-to-peer DNS alternatives to the much smaller TCB
along the DNS hierarchy. Second, higher-level, parent
domains typically tend to have better redundancy than
low-level domains as will be clear from Section ??. Fi-
nally, in the absence of DNSSEC or an alternative cen-
tral certification authority, an approach based on indepen-
dent verification and consensus provides some resilience
against compromises in current DNS.

3.5 Pushing DNS Records

TrickleDNS proactively propagates only a certain set of
critical records that include the delegation or NS records
used to identify the authoritative namservers of a domain,
the corresponding glue (A) records that provide the IP

2Looking for agreement might generate false positives be-
cause sometimes DNS servers respond with different set of
records depending on the location of the server or the client.
However, this is not a serious problem for NS records which
are seldom generated dynamically.
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Figure 1: A lookup on a domain that is not part of Trick-
leDNS. Here foo.bar is outside TrickleDNS while bar is part
of TrickleDNS. The local DNS server contacts ns.bar which
redirects it to ns.foo.bar.

address of the nameservers, and the start of authority or
SOA records. Consequently, a TN typically needs to per-
form a single lookup to resolve a DNS query for a partic-
ipating domain (a domain redirection through a CNAME
response, however, might require additional lookups).
We could avoid even this lookup by proactively dissemi-
nating every record associated with a domain. However,
this considerably increases the bandwidth overhead on
the TNs diminishing their incentive to participate. Al-
ternatively, we could enable proactive dissemination for
popular records (mail servers, web servers, etc.). Doing
so requires additional mechanisms to ensure that partici-
pating domains do not overload the system.

A client can resolve a name, say foo.bar, using Trick-
leDNS as follows: First, a client’s DNS servers are set
to point to one or more trusted nameserver in the Trick-
leDNS network. These may be the nameservers of the
client’s local domain itself or other open-access Trick-
leDNS nameservers. A TrickleDNS namesever then han-
dles the query for foo.bar in the following way: If foo.bar
is a participating domain, then the nameserver uses its lo-
cally cached records for the domain’s authoritative name-
servers and queries them. If foo.bar is not a participat-
ing domain, then the nameserver executes a regular DNS
recursive resolution process starting with the authorita-
tive nameserver of the immediate participating parent do-
main. However, the TN obtains a majority consenses for
the returned records whenever possible by querying mul-
tiple nameservers during each recursion. Figure 1 illus-
trates the resolution of a DNS query in TrickleDNS.

4 Security of TrickleDNS
We already outlined how TrickleDNS deals with certain
critical attacks in Section 3. Here, we give a top-down
summary of the security properties of TrickleDNS and
discuss their implications.

A fully-decentralized, peer-to-peer solution to DNS such
as TrickleDNS faces at least three key types of attacks
from malicious adversaries:

1. Server Compromises: An adversary might take ad-
vantage of a software vulnerability and compro-
mise one or more participating nameservers. While
TrickleDNS cannot eliminate software vulnerabil-
ities or prevent compromises, it makes a success-
ful domain hijack from compromised TrickleDNS
servers incredibly difficult. In order to success-
fully hijack a domain, the adversary either needs to
compromise a majority of the certification servers,
called a certification attack, or a sufficient number
of servers in the paths between the domain’s author-
itative nameservers and other TNs, called a path at-
tack.

TrickleDNS achieves this high resilience against
certification and path attacks through randomiza-
tion, that is, distributing the vulnerable servers uni-
formly in the overlay. The success of certification
attack depends on the probability of finding a major-
ity vulnerable servers among certification servers, a
value that can be made very low by increasing C as
required. Similarly, the probability of success of a
path attack can be made as low as desired by in-
creasing the neighbor degree B as required.

Of course, an adversary can also hijack a domain
by compromising one or more of its parent domain
nameservers (parental attack). If some of the par-
ent domains are part of TrickleDNS, then the above
security analysis also applies to them as well. Oth-
erwise, this dependence of current DNS hierarchy is
an unavoidable risk. We hope that looking for a ma-
jority consensus between the parental servers would
alleviate this risk to some extent.

2. Identity Attacks:
An adversary might be able to increase its chances
of succeeding in a path attack or certification attack
by artificially increasing the number of malicious
servers in the system or breaking randomization by
controlling the identity of the server. One method
of identity attack accessible to most domain own-
ers is to take advantage of the IP address space the
domain owns and introduce as many servers as pos-
sible from that address block or carefully pick an IP
address for its server so as to place it strategically in
the overlay. TrickleDNS overcomes this attack by
using a short prefix of the IP address during neigh-
bor selection.

However, a rich and powerful adversary might be
able to launch an identity attack through other
means. For instance, it could use a large network
of compromised hosts called a Botnet to launch the
attack from widely different IP addresses. While
TrickleDNS is very vulnerable to a Botnet attack,
a few precautionary measures can reduce the risk of
such attacks and make it easier to detect them: First,



verify that the host has service on port 53 (the DNS
port); often times, Bots are behind a firewall and
may not be able to receive traffic on port 53. Second,
ensure that the host has a valid reverse DNS (PTR)
record; Bots typically have dynamic (DHCP) IP ad-
dresses with no individual reverse DNS records.
Finally, use publicly-available black-lists to reject
hosts known for other Bot activities.

Another, more subtler way to launch an identity at-
tack is to attack the IP layer by a) spoofing IP ad-
dresses, b) IP hijacking, or c) man-in-the-middle
attacks. TrickleDNS is immune to IP spoofing be-
cause it performs two-way communication using
TCP. IP hijacking by compromising Internet rout-
ing, however, could be dangerous; if the hijack is
partial it is likely to have less impact as TrickleDNS
connects each server to several others randomly dis-
tributed in the Internet. On the other hand, a com-
plete hijack can be treated as a compromised IP ad-
dress or IP address block; the above analysis for
server compromises holds for IP hijacks as well.
Man-in-the-middle attacks have a similar impact as
hijacked IP addresses and can be treated as a server
compromise.

3. Denial of Service Attacks:
Finally, adversaries can try to disrupt TrikcleDNS
by launching general DoS attacks on the general
system or a more targeted DoS attack on selected
domains. Since proactive propagation of a domain
D’s public key ensures that any TN can serve D’s
signed records, a general DoS attack on D’s author-
itative nameservers does not disrupt service for that
domain. Instead, the attacker can try to disrupt key
distribution by attacking TNs. In this case, random-
ization, which alleviates server compromises, also
diminishes the success of DoS attacks. Moreover,
all heavy-weight operations such as signature and
authority verification in TrickleDNS are rate-limited
to avoid DoS attacks.

Finally, we expect that a participating domain interested
in its own security will take the necessary measures (for
instance, apply patches) to secure its own nameservers.
TrickledDNS does not protect a domain from compro-
mises to its own nameservers. Its goal instead is to pro-
tect a participating domain from vulnerabilities in other,
less-secure domains.

Dynamically generated DNS records (for example,
DHCP addresses) require the private key to be stored in
memory to sign records online posing a risk of key com-
promise. This problem can be mitigated by isolating the
signing process and running it on a node that is protected
within a firewall, only communicates on restricted ports,
and does not also run the name server.
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Figure 2: CDF of good paths for 65536 servers and mali-
cious fraction = 5 % in adversary model 1.

XXX Add the above to previous section.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the security properties and the
performance of TrickleDNS.

5.1 Security Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the path, certification, and
parental resilience of TrickleDNS. To evaluate the first
two properties, we randomly generated SNN topologies
and analyzed the connectivity of these topologies. To
evaluate the third , we analyzed the parental relationships
in current DNS.

5.1.1 Path Resilience

We generated topologies in which participating servers
establish links to their broadcast servers. The neighbor
degree B was set to log n for a network of size n. We de-
fine a good path in the generated topology as a path from
source to destination passing only through non-malicious
nameservers. For reliable communication between a pair
of servers, the number of good paths must be atleast
d 1

2 log ne. We call such a pair of servers a reliably com-
municating pair. We check whether this condition holds
for pairs of non-malicious servers in the overlay.

We consider two models of adversarial behavior. In
Model 1, the adversary controls a set of IP addresses dis-
tributed uniformly at random over the IP address space.
In Model 2, the adversary controls a limited number of
IP prefixes. We further assume that all the adversarial
entities may collude to cause maximum damage to the
system and that these entities may behave in a Byzan-
tine manner. In a practical setting, an adversry may also
launch a DoS attack on the servers. We do not explic-
itly model these in the evaluation here since the adver-
sary models that we consider are more powerful. Fur-
ther, these simulations also indicate the impact of benign
server failures.

We now present the results for each of the adversary
models.
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Figure 3: Reliably communicating pairs for different values
of malicious fractions in model 1.
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Figure 4: Reliably communicating pairs for different num-
ber of malicious entities in model 2.

Model 1: In this model, the adversary controls a set of
IP addresses distributed uniformly at random over the IP
address space. We quantify the maliciousness in terms of
the fraction f of malicious servers in the system. Figure
2 shows the CDF of the number of good paths between
server pairs for a system with 65536 servers of which 5%
are malicious. More than 95% of server pairs have atleast
9 paths and can surely communicate reliably. This is still
an underestimate of the number of reliably communicat-
ing pairs. In fact, only 0.01% of the pairs cannot commu-
nicate reliably since in most of the cases the number of
bad paths is small as well (In this setting, we expect each
server to have only 1.2 malicious neighbors).

Figure 3 shows the fraction of reliably communicating
pairs as the maliciousness increases. These numbers are
an average of 10 runs of 1000 lookups each. We see that
a system with 65536 servers can tolerate 5% malicious
fraction. For large systems, an increase in the malicious
fraction causes a steeper decline in the fraction of reliably
communicating pairs due to the greater number of hops
traversed by each SPV.

XXX What’s the point of the prev para?

Model 2: In this model, the adversary controls entire 24s.
We quantify maliciousness here as the number of prefixes
owned by each adversary. Figure 2 shows the CDF of
the good paths for a system with 65536 servers and 64
malicious entities each spoofing an entire 24. The length
of IP prefix used in the secondary identifier is also 24.
By choosing neighbors based on the 24, the influence of
the malicious servers is reduced to the number of 24’s
owned. This is reflected well in figure 2, where there are
atleast 12 reliable paths between server pairs.
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Figure 5: CDF of good paths for different B’ in a network
of size 65536 under adversary model 2.
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Figure 4 shows the effect of system size vs. adversary
size on the fraction of reliably communicating pairs. The
small systems (256 and 4096) are overwhelmed by the
malicious servers once the number of malicious servers
approaches the number of non-malicious servers. For
large systems, the probability of reliable communication
remains at 1 even when there are 1024 malicious entities.
This is due to the prefix-based neighbor selection method
used. Figure 5 illustrates this for a system of size 65536
having 256 malicious entities. The graph B′ = 32 is
equivalent to picking neighbors without any prefix clus-
tering. We see that this scheme performs badly with about
90% of the pairs having less than 8 good paths. However,
when the prefix length B′ is set to 24, all pairs can com-
municate reliably. Further increases in the prefix length
B′ do not seem to improve the probability of reliable
communication.

5.1.2 Certification resilience

To measure certification resilience, we generated random
topologies as in Section 5.1.1 in which each server set up
links to log n certifying servers. Figure 6 shows that all
servers have less than 20% malicious servers in their cer-
tifying server set even with 1024 malicious entities each
controlling a 24. Figure 7 shows that even when 20% of
the servers are malicious, only about 1% of the servers
will not be able to obtain a certificate of authority. Thus
the certification resilience of the system is high.

XXX: confused. which is model 1 and which model 2
above?
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5.1.3 Parental Resilience

To measure parental resilience, we used a snapshost of
inter-domain relationships in DNS as it existed on July
22, 2004. This snapshot was generated from a study done
at Cornell University [27] and contains 166, 771 dis-
tinct name servers that contribute towards resolution of
597, 196 distinct domains.

It is important to analyze the resilience in the parental
path as limited parental resilience undermines the reli-
able binding of a nameserver to its domain. Fortunately,
Figure 8 shows that resilience in DNS is higher for the
parent domain with close to 90% of the parent domains
able to tolerate atleast 6 node compromises. In contrast,
more than XXX% of domains have only two nameservers
indicating that a compromise of one of them could be
fatal. The good parental resilience is expected because
DNS hierarchy is flat and a large number of domains
fall directly under the top-level domains. In Figure 8, the
sharp increase in parental resilience at 6 corresponds to
the large number of .com domains that are served by the
thirteen .com name servers.3 Figure 8 also shows that re-
sistance to DoS attacks for parent domains is good.

The analysis in this section tells us that i) the reliable
communication mechanism and the certification mecha-
nism can tolerate a small yet significant malicious pres-
ence, ii) that using the parental nameservers to verify the
authority of a nameserver before it joins TrickleDNS is a

3In reality, there are more than thirteen .com nameservers
behind the thirteen published IP addresses. In this analysis, we
just count parents by the number of distinct NS records re-
turned.

reasonable approach. Further, these properties have been
achieved with log n broadcast and certifying servers.
These system parameters can be increased by a constant
factor with little added overhead so that the path and cer-
tification resilience can be improved. On the other hand,
the parental resilience is not easy to improve.

5.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, we describe experiments to measure the
performance of TrickleDNS and compare it with legacy
DNS. Here, we are interested in quantifying the follow-
ing three metrics: 1) lookup latency of DNS queries in
TrickleDNS , 2) time taken to push DNS records between
name servers, and 3) memory and bandwidth overhead of
pushing DNS records.

For benchmarking performance, we implemented the
TN functionality based on the djbdns [6] codebase. The
mechanisms for reliable communication described in
Section ?? are implemented as a reliable communication
toolkit and exported to the TrickleDNS implementation
codebase. Our evaluation used 1024-bit RSA keys for au-
thentication. The TN implementation is layered on top of
the toolkit. Each TN acts as a caching DNS nameserver
that can support the operations and optimizations present
in current DNS.

We deployed our implementation of the TN on the 62-
node PSI cluster [5]. To compare the lookup performance
of TrickleDNS with legacy DNS, each TN acts as an au-
thoritative nameserver. Queries are sent to a randomly
chosen TN. The TN tries to answer the query from its
cache; otherwise it queries legacy DNS and reflects the
response record. Whenever a TN gets a new record, it
pushes it to the other servers. This gives us an estimate of
the overhead of pushing DNS records. Queries are gen-
erated from a real workload collected by Jung et al. [19]
at MIT.

XXX Need more workload details. Number of queries,
domains, etc.

In our testbed, we executed 60 TN instances on different
nodes with each instance having an average degree of 6.
Each TN instance reliably discovered the other instances
in the network and then pushes nameserver records to the
these instances.

5.2.1 Lookup Characteristics

We first compare the lookup latencies in TrickleDNS and
the legacy DNS. From the discussion on the lookup pro-
cess in Section 3.5, we notice that the time to perform
a lookup is dependent on whether the client’s local DNS
server is part of the TrickleDNS. Given a target domain
D, if the local DNS server is part of the TrickleDNS,
it can respond to a query with the NS and glue records
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Figure 9: CDF of query latency for the case of a client di-
rectly contacting an SENs compared with the legacy DNS
latency.

of an authoritative name server of D. Otherwise, the lo-
cal server reflects the query to a TN. To enhance secu-
rity, the local server may simultaneously queries different
TNs and wait for a majority consensus.

The first experiment deals with the scenario where the lo-
cal DNS server is a TN. In this case, Figure 9 shows the
distribution of query latency for TrickleDNS and legacy
DNS. Only queries which were not answered from the
local cache were included in the measurement. We mea-
sure the latencies of those queries for which the TNs are
already populated with the target records. Otherwise, the
query latency would include the latency of fetching the
record via legacy DNS. The Figure shows that the me-
dian latency of TrickleDNS is a factor of 10 lower than
legacy DNS. Note that the latencies shown in both cases
are simply the latencies for fetching the authoritative NA
and glue A record. The DNS clients then have to contact
the authoritative server for the target A record which will
incur an additional delay irrespective of whether legacy
DNS or TrickleDNS is used.

In the second experiment, we consider the case in which
the client’s local DNS server is not part of TrickleDNS
. The local server then reflects the query to a set of TNs
and takes a majority vote on their responses. In our ex-
periments, the resolver contacts 3 TNs for redundancy.
The latencies for this experiment is shown in Figure 10.

We consider three scenarios corresponding to no node
in the network being malicious, and 1 and 5 nodes being
malicious respectively. A malicious node when contacted
simply allows the query to time out. The first observa-
tion is that, in the median case, queries take almost the
same time as the case where only one node is contacted.
Further, the addition of a single malicious node does not
affect the latencies because the servers are chosen uni-
formly at random for each query. With 5 malicious nodes,
the median latency only increases by about 8%. With a
larger network size, a single malicious node will have a
smaller influence on the query latency.

To summarize, for domains that are part of TrickleDNS ,
queries are answered much faster than legacy DNS both
in the cases where the local DNS server is a TN and when
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Figure 10: CDF of query latency for the case where the lo-
cal DNS server that is not an SEN.

it is not (and must send out redundant queries). Although
our evaluation tries to simulate the effect of queries in
a real TrickleDNS deployment without doing any form
of namespace partitioning, the real-world performance of
such a system would depend on the regions of push-pull,
the nature of the resolver, and the latency in fetching the
final A record.

5.2.2 Overhead of Pushing DNS records

The 90th percentile of the update time for reliable com-
munication and for broadcasting DNS records shows the
latter to be 25 times slower than the former (4.5 seconds
versus 180 ms). This is due to the path-vector signature
operations required in reliable communicaiton. However,
reliable communication is performed infrequently (on
the order of days) since the underlying topology is not
very dynamic. Once reliable communication between the
TNs, subsequent propagation and verification of DNS
records incurs very low overhead.

XXX Where’s the ref fig for above para. If no fig is ref-
ered, then the first sentence needs to be rephrased.

The system profiles for the TN instances indicate that
TrickleDNS incurs low bandwidth and memory over-
head. The bandwidth exchanged between TNs is 1.35
KBps of which only 12% of the bytes are used in reliable
communication. This represents a very small bandwidth
overhead. The net memory usage of each TN was roughly
9.356 MB of memory at the end of the trace with 6804
records being stored. The state maintained and propa-
gated per domain by our implementation is less than 10
KB which is a modest quantity.

Recent work by Handley et al. [18] shows that roughly
0.5% of domains change name servers and about 0.1%
of domains expire every day. Extrapolating to the entire
DNS, they claim that roughly 420, 000 domains change
nameservers and 100, 000 domains expire everyday. For
the entire DNS this translates to an update rate of 1.6
Kbps [18], a rate that can very easily be handled by our
system.

From a cryptographic verification standpoint, our im-
plementation can verify the validity of roughly 40, 000



signatures every second. Hence, the verification over-
head associated with proactive dissemination is negli-
gible. Additionally, offline verification ensures that this
verification process does not affect the performance of
DNS lookup.

In summary, the overhead of pushing name server records
is reasonably small in terms of the amount of state main-
tained, bandwidth requirements, memory requirement
and processing overhead.

6 Limitations
A decentralized design that does not rely on any form
centralized trust suffers inherent drawbacks. The fore-
most is the inability to provide absolute data integrity.
TrickleDNS tolerates a certain number of adversaries in
the system depending on the connectivity of the reliable
communication network, number of authoritative name-
servers, and security enforcement in the legacy DNS
parental path. The security of the first can be increased
by forming a denser network with a trade-off between
communication overhead and increased resilience. The
second requires effort from the concerned domain to im-
prove the number and security of its name servers. The
third is outside the control of TrickleDNS and the con-
cerned domain. Nevertheless, our analysis described in
Section 5.1.3 shows that domains in the top of the DNS
hierarchy typically have better resilience than lower-level
domains.

A particularly difficult attack for TrickleDNS to toler-
ate is a Sybil attack generated from Botnets, where the
servers have wide-ranging IP addresses and do not fit
into our model of Sybil attackers. However, since partic-
ipating servers are first verified to be authoritative name
servers of some domain, the scale of the attack can be
mitigated. However, note that, adversaries still have the
freedom of setting any IP address to the servers they
introduce, and can use this freedom to put malicious
servers at strategic points in the SNN. The restriction on
IP address prefixes helps to mitigate precisely this prob-
lem.

Other potential security issue involves DNS dynamic up-
dates, cache poisoning, and IP spoofing. Dynamically
generated DNS records (for example, DHCP addresses)
require the private key to be stored in memory to sign
records online posing a risk of key compromise. This
problem can be mitigated by isolating the signing pro-
cess and running it on a node that is protected within a
firewall, only communicates on restricted ports, and does
not also run the name server. TrickleDNS is implemented
using DJBDNS, which is resilient to cache poisoning.
IP spoofing does not affect reliable communication since
servers use two-way communication based on TCP.

7 Conclusions
This paper argues for a decentralized approach for se-
curing DNS. Despite the prevalence of DNSSEC for
more than ten years, it is yet to gain acceptance. Trick-
leDNS can provide an incremental deployment path by
enabling domains to independently improve their re-
silience against DNS security threats such as domain hi-
jacks and DoS attacks. Proactive dissemination of DNS
records on a secure network further improves lookup and
update performance.
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